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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：New Mosaic Pattern Waterjet Mixed Marble And Brass Mosaic Tile

Short Description: This is our new mosaic pattern, it is

made of two kinds of natural marble and brass strips.

The design looks new and individual that it will

increase a fresh feeling when all tiles are installed on

the wall.

Model No.: WPM042

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Grey, White, Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Brass

Product Detail:

Product Description

This is one of our new mosaic stone patterns. The whole tile is a long round tictax pattern,

each tic tax unit is made of metal brass, white marble, and grey marble, and we need to use

waterjet skills to cut the marble shapes. The white marble we used is Dolomite White marble

from Italy, and the grey marble we used is Jiangxi Grey Marble from China. Bianco dolomite

marble mosaic tile attracts more and more attention from designers and contractors in the

contemporary interior decoration. When is mixed with other materials and other colors of
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marble, we think it will give more inspiration to the designers and homeowners. On the other

hand, we can change to other materials like black and green marble if needed.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: New Mosaic Pattern Waterjet Mixed Marble And Brass Mosaic Tile

Model No.: WPM042

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Grey, White, Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Brass

Marble Name: White Dolomite Marble, Jiangxi Grey Marble

Thickness: 10 mm

Tile-size: 305x265mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM042

Color: White And Grey

Marble Name: White Dolomite Marble, Jiangxi Grey Marble

Model No.: WPM042L

Color: White And Grey

Marble Name: White Dolomite Marble, Jiangxi Grey Marble

Model No.: WPM042B

Color: White And Black

Marble Name: Black Marquina Marble, Crystal White Marble



Model No.: WPM042C

Color: White And Green

Marble Name: Green Flower Marble, Crystal White Marble

Product Application

The golden material of this mosaic tile uses copper, this waterjet mixed marble and brass mosaic tile can

be installed in the interior wall area, such as vanity mosaic backsplash, mosaic kitchen backsplash,

marble wall tile kitchen, and marble tile backsplash bathroom.

Stone mosaic has the characteristics of both stone and mosaic. When cleaning, special stone cleaning

agent should be used. At the same time, attention should be paid to cleaning the gaps of each small

brick in time.

FAQ

Q: Is the actual product the same as the product photo?

A: The real product may differ from the product photos because it is a kind of natural marble, there are

no two absolute same pieces of the mosaic tiles, even the tiles as well, please be noted this.

Q: Is your product price negotiable or not?

A: The price is negotiable. It can be changed according to your quantity and packaging type. When you

are making an inquiry, please write the quantity you want in order to make the best account for you.

Q: What are your main products?

A: Our main products include marble stone mosaic tiles, marble tiles, granite products, and other

products.



Q: Are you a factory or trading company?

A: Wanpo is a trading company, we organize and deal with a variety of stone mosaic tiles from different

mosaic factories.


